We assessed the accuracy of contrast-defined shape detection of stimuli of constant aspect ratio, namely, circular bandpass stimuli whose radii were sinusoidally varied about a mean radius. Performance for these contrast-defined shapes, which we show is determined by the global rather than the local attributes of the stimulus, is 2-8 times worse than that for their luminance-defined counterparts, suggesting separate processing limitations. By spatially and orientationally filtering the two-dimensional fractal-noise carriers of which these stimuli were composed, we determined whether there are specific rules concerning the spatial and orientational input to shape detectors from mechanisms sensitive to the carrier structure. The results suggest that second-order circularity detectors receive mixed input from spatial-frequency-tuned and orientationally tuned cells.
INTRODUCTION
It is likely that the ability of the human visual system to detect differences in the shapes of objects is mediated by more than one encoding scheme. For example, Regan and Hamstra 1 have shown that for some stimuli, comparison of their aspect ratios is the pertinent cue. For a stimulus whose shape changes without an aspect ratio change, for example, a circle whose radius is sinusoidally modulated about a mean radius, other mechanisms must be at work. Deviations from circularity can be detected with a high degree of accuracy (i.e., within the so-called hyperacuity range 2 ) and may represent the basis set for higher-level feature encoding such as face detection. 3 There is evidence for global shape-encoding mechanisms underlying our ability to detect such subtle deviations from circularity. 2, 4 From the little we know of the physiology, it would seem that area V4 is a possible candidate site for global shape judgments of this kind. Gallant and colleagues 5, 6 have shown that V4 contains a population of cells that have a polar arrangement to their receptive fields: oriented inputs from striate and extrastraite areas are summed in a circular arrangement. Such an arrangement is ideal for encoding deviations from circularity. Consistent with this, a recent functional magnetic resonance imaging study in humans 7 suggests that there is selective activation in human V4 for circular stimuli of this kind. Such extra-striate cells, either individually 3 or as a population, 2 have the ability to encode deviations from circularity in a way consistent with human psychophysical performance.
There is psychophysical evidence that when the radius of a circle is modulated, it is ''the sides'' rather than ''the corners'' that are used by the visual system to signal deviations from circularity. 4 Furthermore, it is the orientations parallel to the sides that are important. This suggests that individual global shape detectors in extrastriate cortex may receive selective input from orientationally tuned units. A range of such global detectors would be needed to implement the kind of model proposed by Wilkinson et al. 2 Here we extend the analysis of circular shape detection to stimuli defined by contrast differences with respect to the background rather than by luminance differences. We ask: (1) Is sensitivity reduced for such stimuli compared with their luminance-defined counterparts? (2) Is the detection of contrast-defined shape done by a local or global mechanism? (3) Are there rules for how the orientationally tuned luminance input 8 (relevant to the carrier) is integrated at the level of the second-order detector? The first question bears upon whether there are separate first-and second-order shape detectors for circularity detection or whether detection is done by a common mechanism that has an intrinsic luminance-encoding nonlinearity. 3 The second question relates to the spatial arrangement of the underlying mechanism. Finally, we know from a variety of different approaches, both psychophysical [9] [10] [11] and neurophysiological, [12] [13] [14] [15] that secondorder detectors initially receive input from spatialfrequency-tuned and orientationally tuned first-order detectors whose outputs are then subjected to some form of nonlinear transformation in order to reveal the secondorder spatial structure in the image. This leaves open the possibility that there may be a selectivity for orientation, spatial frequency, or both in the contribution of firstorder mechanisms to second-order detectors. For example, others have suggested that first-order orientations orthogonal to the preferred orientation of second-order detectors may have special status. [16] [17] [18] On the other hand, second-order detectors may be nonselective for the orientation and spatial frequency of their first-order inputs. This would result in an economy for second-order process-ing, because a generic second-order detector could encode similar shapes regardless of their first-order composition. This is similar to the ''texture-grabber'' concept for motion, 9 which refers to a mechanism that measures the amplitude or activity within a textured region regardless of the particular type of spatial structure that defines the region.
METHODS

A. Stimuli
Stimuli were circular fourth derivatives of Gaussian contours, 2, 19 which are band limited in the spatial frequency domain (see Fig. 1 ). The radial frequency (RF) pattern is generated by the following equations:
where is the space constant, p is the peak spatial frequency, and R is the radius of the RF contour, which is modulated sinusoidally according to the following formula:
where R m is the mean radius, f r is the radial frequency, A is the amplitude of the radial modulation, and is the phase of the modulation (0рр2).
B. Noise
We used two-dimensional fractal noise (i.e., amplitude proportional to 1/spatial frequency) that was either ideally high-pass or low-pass spatially filtered. The noise was (i) isotropic, (ii) composed of only horizontal and vertical components, or (iii) composed of only oblique (45°a nd 135°) components. In the case in which the stimuli were orientationally filtered, the angular bandwidth (ideal filter) was Ϯ10°. The noise was added to the RF stimulus as in the luminance-defined case [Equation (5)] or multiplied by the RF pattern as in the contrast-defined (CD) case [Eqs. (6) and (7)]. Within a session, the noise was either restricted to the RF contour alone [Eq. (6): CD with no background noise] or involved the spatial extent encompassing both the RF contour and its background [Eq. (7): CD with background noise] according to the following equations: (7) where L m is the mean luminance and c noise is the noise Michelson contrast. In the background-noise case, the contrast modulation of the noise is approximately c noise /2, and no luminance polarity reversal occurs. In the nobackground-noise case, the contrast modulation of the noise is approximately zero (or the mean luminance), and there is a luminance polarity reversal of the noise when RFϽ0. Stimuli were generated digitally in MATLAB (MathWorks, Inc.) and displayed on a gamma-corrected, Macintosh gray-scale monitor with use of the Psychophysics Toolbox, 20 which provides high-level access to the C-language Video Toolbox. 21 The mean luminance of the monitor was 20 cd/m 2 . The stimulus screen subtended 12°ϫ9°at a viewing distance of 1.5 m. The mean radius of the stimulus was 0.5°. The radial frequencies of the RF patterns were 4, 6, 8, or 10 cycles per 360°(c/360°), and the phase of radial modulation was such that it was in positive cosine phase with respect to the vertical meridian. The peak spatial frequency was 5 cycles per degree (c/deg). The amplitude of the RF pattern was 80% before addition to or multiplication by the carrier. 
C. Psychophysical Procedures
A two-interval, forced-choice method-of-constant-stimuli paradigm was employed to estimate the detection thresholds of radial frequency modulations. One interval in a trial contained an unmodulated RF contour, and the other contained a radius-modulated RF contour. Subjects were asked to indicate which interval had the modulated (i.e., noncircular) contour.
The location of the stimulus presented on the screen was varied from trial to trial. The positional jittering of the stimulus presentation was introduced by adding Gaussian noise to the position of the stimulus center. The standard deviation of the Gaussian noise was equal to the mean radius of the RF contour. This ensured that shape rather than absolute position of image features was used to solve the task. The duration of each stimulus presentation was 0.5 s. Each session consisted of ten trials for each of five test modulations. Audio signals were used to prompt the subject just before and after each trial, but no feedback about the correctness of responses was provided. Psychometric functions of correct response versus test modulation were generated and fitted with a Weibull function. 22, 23 Threshold modulations corresponding to 82% correct were interpolated from the Weibull fits. Means and standard deviations were obtained from multiple estimates (typically 5).
Phase Experiment
In one experiment we measured sensitivity for different phases (0°, 90°, 180°, and 270°) of the radial modulation. Phases were fixed during each run, and subjects were familiarized with the phase to be tested. The radial frequency was set to 4 c/360°for this experiment, and an isotropic noise carrier was used (background-and nobackground-noise conditions were tested separately). A 4 c/360°radial modulation at a phase of 90°has a diamond shape (see example in Fig. 1) , whereas a phase of 270°has a square shape.
Pieces Experiment
We measured sensitivity, exactly as described above, for a 4 c/360°radial modulation (90°phase, isotropic, nobackground-noise condition) separately for the intact stimulus (see Fig. 1 ) and one that was cut into four pieces at the zero crossings of the radial modulation. The pieces were randomly placed in four quadrants (see Ref. 4) .
D. Subjects
The subjects (two of the authors) had corrected-to-normal vision and were experienced at the task.
RESULTS
A. Relative Sensitivity for Luminance-and ContrastDefined Shape Sensitivity for detecting sinusoidal modulations of the radius of circular figures defined by luminance and contrast is shown in Fig. 2 . Here modulation threshold, expressed as a fraction of the mean radius, is plotted against the frequency of the radial modulation for a variety of stimuli. These stimuli include a luminancedefined (LD) RF contour (no-noise carrier; solid triangles), an identical stimulus with added fractal noise (LD; solid circles or squares), a contrast-defined (CD) contour where the RF pattern and the fractal noise are multiplied such that the mean level is zero (also termed no background noise because the noise is restricted to the contour; open squares), and, finally, a contrast-defined circle where the luminance RF pattern and the fractal noise are multiplied such that the mean level is at half the peak noise contrast (also termed contrast-defined background-noise RF because the noise is not restricted to the RF stimulus; open circles). When spatial noise of the type used here is added to the RF stimulus (compare the solid lines with solid circles or squares), thresholds rise by approximately a factor of 2, independent of RF. The RF pattern with added noise represents a convenient baseline for comparing sensitivity for detection of contrast-defined shape because it has a comparable spatial spectrum. In general, thresholds are worse for detecting comparable contrastdefined shapes (open symbols) by approximately a factor of 2-8. The threshold ratio is independent of RF.
These results were measured at a presentation duration of 0.5 s for contrast-modulated (i.e., second-order) RF patterns of maximal modulation. Previous studies that have compared luminance-and contrast-defined targets have highlighted differences in both the threshold detectability [23] [24] [25] and the temporal responsiveness.
26-28
Could reduced visibility due to either of these two stimulus parameters have caused disadvantaged detection of our contrast-defined shapes? To test this hypothesis, we measured thresholds for shape detection as a function of presentation duration and stimulus modulation depth. We found that an increasing duration or reducing contrast does not significantly alter performance for the stimuli and task used here (Fig. 3 ). This suggests that for our stimuli, the contrast and presentation time that we initially choose for comparing the detectability of luminance-and contrast-defined shapes was not itself crucial. The lack of dependence on the contrastmodulation level of the contrast-modulated RF patterns within the limits tested here was not altogether unexpected; a similar lack of dependence on luminance contrast has already been reported for RF stimuli defined by luminance.
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B. Is Detection of Contrast-Defined Shape Local or Global?
Luminance-defined RF patterns are detected on the basis of their global shape rather than their local modulations. 2, 4 We wondered whether this was also the cause for contrast-defined RF patterns. To assess this possibility, we compared sensitivity for the detection of contrast-defined RFs as a function of the phase of their modulation. We reasoned that only a global mechanism would be expected to show any dependence on spatial phase, because the phase of the radial modulation determines differences only in global shape (i.e., a phase of 90°i s a diamond, of 270°a square). Results for blocks of trials in which the spatial phase of the radial modulation is fixed at a number of values are shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) for two subjects. The results for both subjects exhibit a phase dependency, 90°and 270°giving best sensi- tivity. Tukey honestly significant difference (hsd) pairwise comparison revealed that sensitivities for pattern phases of 90°and 270°were significantly different from those of 0°and 180°for both subjects at a 0.05 level. Pattern phases of 90°and 270°represent the special global shapes of a diamond and a square, respectively.
As a further test for whether contrast-defined shapes are detected by a local or a global mechanism, we measured sensitivity for shape detection for the intact stimulus and compared this with that for detecting shape changes in its constituent pieces (see Section 2). We found [Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) ] that sensitivity for detecting the intact stimulus was less than that for detecting the same modulation in its constituent pieces. This suggests that a local cue is present in restricted regions of the stimulus (i.e., in its constituent pieces) that is not used when the stimulus is intact. Although this is the opposite of what was found for its luminance-defined counterpart where local sensitivity (''pieces'') is less than the global (''intact'') sensitivity, 4 it is consistent with the conclusion that the mechanisms involved in the detection of the shape of the intact stimulus are global in nature.
C. Are there Rules Determining What Inputs Are Used for Contrast-Defined Shapes?
To assess whether there are rules that determine what inputs are used for contrast-defined shape, we measured performance for the detection of a contrast-defined RF pattern (4 c/360°, 90°phase) where the carrier noise was spatially and orientationally filtered. In each case we compared performance for both the no-background-noise and the background-noise versions of the same contrastdefined shapes. We made separate comparisons for orientation filtering and spatial frequency filtering. Specifically, these comparisons were for (a) unfiltered isotropic noise ( fractal), filtered noise containing only horizontal and vertical components and filtered noise containing only oblique components, and (b) unfiltered, broadband ( fractal) noise with low-pass-filtered noise with a cutoff at 5 c/deg (the center frequency of the RF modulator). Figure 5(a) shows the results of the orientation filtering without spatial frequency filtering, and Fig. 5(b) shows the results of the orientation filtering with low-pass spatial frequency filtering (5 c/deg). We found no systematic effects for the type of noise on the detectability of a contrast-defined shape. This suggests that there are no specific rules for combining carrier frequencies at the level of the posited global shape detector.
DISCUSSION
The present results show that sensitivity is reduced between twofold and eightfold for the detection of contrastdefined shapes compared with their luminance-defined counterparts. This is not due to contrast-defined shapes being less visible or having very different dynamics, at least within the parameter range tested here (see Fig. 3 ). It is true for contrast-defined shapes modulated on a zero carrier background (no background noise) as well as for shapes modulated about a mean carrier value (background noise).
If luminance-and contrast-defined shapes are detected by a common mechanism, then, at the very least, their processing limitations at more peripheral sites must differ. The present results are not consistent with their detection by a single mechanism with a common preprocessing stage incorporating an intrinsic nonlinearity, 3 because for such an arrangement there would be no a priori reason why sensitivity should be different for first-and second-order stimuli.
The mechanism underlying the detection of contrastdefined shape is global in nature, because it depends on the shape of the intact stimulus rather than on the local modulations contained within its constituent parts. A similar conclusion was reached for luminance-defined shape detection. 4 Currently, it is assumed that envelope-defined stimuli are processed by a mechanism involving two or more stages of linear filtering separated by a rectifying nonlinearity. It is currently of interest to know the spatial and orientational tuning of the first-order (luminance) filtering operation as well as the rules by which these firststage filters are combined to make appropriate secondstage filters. Previous studies have argued for the special status of first-order input orientations parallel and orthogonal to the preferred orientation of secondorder detectors. Evidence for this special status has come from a variety of tasks including detection of amplitude modulation gratings, 18 texture discrimination, 17 and motion detection. 29 A recent study of AM detection found a broad tuning for carrier orientation, 18 although it does appear that narrower tuning can be found at lower spatial frequencies. We did not find such effects for shape discrimination of contrast-defined stimuli even when their carriers were spatially low-pass filtered.
Specific rules concerning how first-order orientational inputs are summed have been shown for luminancedefined shapes. The visual system appears to be especially sensitive to the sides of these shapes rather than to their corners and to orientations parallel to the sides. 4 The present results, which were specifically directed toward the linkage between first-stage and second-stage filters for shape detection, do not address this particular issue. There remains the possibility that at the level of the second-stage filters, second-order orientations parallel to the sides of these contrast-defined shapes may be of special importance. What we can say is that for shapesensitive mechanisms, such rules do not apply to contrast-defined shapes, at least at the stage of the integration of the first-order filters.
The present findings of lower sensitivity and the lack of orientational specificity for the carrier structure in contrast-defined stimuli argue for the existence of, at least peripherally, separate second-order shapeprocessing pathways. The fact that there are no specific rules for combining the inputs of orientation-tuned cells (i.e., those responding to the carrier) to construct secondorder shape detectors is in line with the little information we currently have on the broad orientational carrier tuning of envelope-selective cells in cat visual cortex, 15 and it allows shapes, regardless of their spectral definitions, to be detected by a generic detector (or ''texture-grabber'' as argued for motion detection 9 ) tuned to the envelope shape. This has an obvious advantage for the processing of contrast-defined stimuli, as any carrier specificity comes at a high computational cost (i.e., the number of second-order units).
